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Psychological Support in ME/CFS
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•Psychotherapy and psychosomatic rehabilitation have no curative effect in the 
treatment of ME/CFS 

•Mobilisation in psychotherapy and rehabilitation  beyond the stress limit may 
lead to permanent damage (GET) 

•Nevertheless: Patients suffer severely and their well-being would benefit from 
psychotherapeutic support 

Which psychotherapeutic approach is suitable to serve this need?



 

1. ME/CFS is a physical illness and curative treatment must therefore be physical 

2. Post Exertional Malaise (PEM) is the cardinal symptom of ME/CFS which warrants tailored 
psychotherapeutic attention 

3. The understanding of Pacing as a method of the best possible control of symptoms and 
crashes

The Psychotherapeutic Approach When Working with 
ME/CFS Patients 
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General conditions of psychotherapeutic practice concerning  
the limits of severely impaired patients

➡  Video therapy  

➡  Duration of session 

➡  Frequency of sessions 

➡  Short notice cancellations 

➡  Premature ending of a session 

➡  Communication via email 

➡  Content and gravity of the issues adressed 



Quelle: Winston Blick/ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVkDbIZmNJI

Post Exertional Malaise (PEM)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVkDbIZmNJI
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DIFFERENT  TYPES OF EXERTION AND ACTIVITIES THAT CAN TRIGGER SYMPTOMS 
Physical activities 

 
Mental activities Psychological activities 

PEM

• Work/ uni/ school 
• Doctor’s appointments  
• Psychotherapy 
• Loneliness 
• Having coped with something 
• Not being able to cope with something 
• Reciving a love letter 
• Negative feedback 
• Positive feedback 
• Own feelings 

• Feeling of other’s

• Work/ uni/ school 
• Doctor’s appointments 
• Driving a car 
• Driving/ walking a different route 
• Conversation/ phone call 
• Looking at the calendar 
• Making decisions 
• To be in the supermarket 
• Reading, writing 
• Watching TV/ listening to radio 
• General sensory impact 

• (Getting to) work/ uni/ school 
• Doctor’s appointments 
• A walk  
• A massage 
• Food: Eating 
• Food: Cooking 
• Weather/temperature 
• Taking a shower 
• Brushing your teeth 
• Getting out of bed 
• Turning over in bed 
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If I judge from the here and now: 

 „I feel good and there's still room for improvement",  

then this CAN lead to a crash. 

 

I notice I’m already reaching my limits: 

Danger of PEM is now particularly high -  

but at the same time it is not certain. 

POST Exertional Malaise 
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„Can it really be that yesterday's phone call triggered this 

deterioration?“

Yes. You must now learn how to pace yourself! 
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Crash/PEM

Crash/PEMOverload breaking PEM Pacing

Level of activity

Overload threshold

.

WHAT DOES PACING MEAN?



Stress levels after exercise, on a day without any activityStress levels on a relatively good day with activities below the stress limit
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PEM/
Crash

PHYSICAL STRESS LEVELS 

REPRESENTED BY THE HEART RATE VARIABILITY AT ME/CFS



IS PACING THE SOLUTION?
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"I'm already hardly doing anything!“



PACING  
is a challenge:
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WHAT PACING CAN MEAN FOR PATIENTS:  

➡    Limitation 
➡    Self-control 
➡    Renunciation 
➡    Frustration 
➡    Isolation 
➡    Loneliness 
➡    Desperation 
➡    Anxiety 
➡    Depression 
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Psychotherapy
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‣ PEM-analysis: What contributed to the crash?  

‣What of this could be avoided in the future? 

‣ Self-blame because of crashes 

‣ Practical and emotional consequences of restrictions in everyday life 

‣ How to allocate limited resources   

‣When to say „no“ to external requirements  

‣ Note these points in the psychotherapy itself

Therapists can accompany and promote this process, but they do not primarily have superior knowledge  
that would allow them to guide the affected person from „outside“

CAVE

What is the focus of the psychotherapy?
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‣ Introduction and practice of the principle of pacing 

‣Dealing with the inner resistance when following the „regime“ of pacing 

‣Setting boundaries against social pressure 

‣Existential themes related to severe/ chronic/ debilitating illness

Key psychotherapeutic elements of working with ME/CFS patients



Conclusion 
 

It is much easier to worsen the condition of ME/CFS patients through 

ambitious psychotherapies than to improve it. 

Our goal must therefore be to avoid patients crashing and to help those affected  

to make the most of the opportunities available to them  

within their physical limits. 

This is what the goal of pacing is! 
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But please note:  

Pacing is often understood as a solution to the problem,  

but is itself a huge problem and an enormous challenge.  

Psychotherapy can make an important  

contribution to dealing with this challenge.
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https://doi.org/10.3390/medicina59040719

Thank you for your interest and attention!

https://doi.org/10.3390/medicina59040719

